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The UK advertising watchdog has ordered StubHub to refrain from using the phrase guaranteed authentic ticket on advertisements following a complaint from anti-boasting campaign group FanFair Alliance. The Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) upheld the complaint on the basis that consumers would feel certain to receive valid
tickets that would arrive on time and allow them to enter the relevant correspondence. FanFair's complaint was about a poster with a headline that knee drag along the time of the platform, which featured a smaller text below stating, guaranteed authentic tickets for the game can do so. ASA said: We understood that the claim was
intended by StubHub to refer to a guarantee that buyers would receive valid tickets for the event or a comparable replacement ticket or refund. StubHub, which took the ad down following the complaint, responded by stating: Every order in the market is protected by the FanProtect warranty, which means that in those rare cases
something goes wrong with a transaction, fans will receive a comparable replacement ticket or better or their money. StubHub customers should have the peace of mind to buy in our market. Although the ASA stated that it recognized the guarantee of protection and reimbursement, it noted that this information had not been presented in
the advertisement. The watchdog concluded that the advertisement should not appear again in the form of complaint and that the authentic ticket guarantee claim should not be used again. Yesterday (Wednesday), it was revealed that StubHub worked up to two-thirds of its North American employees because of the Covid-19 crisis. A
source close to the file told TheTicketingBusiness.com that the labour on unpaid leave had been asked until June 1, when the measure could be extended. Image: UK advertising regulator Ajay Suresh, the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA), has ruled that secondary ticketing platform StubHub should not advertise tickets as authentic
guaranteed, following a complaint from the anti-all-brand Platform FanFair Alliance. The ASA has held that StubHub cannot claim that tickets are guaranteed genuine when there is a risk that buyers will not be able to enter an event. FanFair Alliance issued the complaint about a specific advertisement claiming that it sells authentic
guaranteed tickets. The complaint states that as a third-party reseller, StubHub is not in a position to guarantee that tickets sold on its platform are making the claim misleading. In response, StubHub claimed that authentic refers to notes that are not fake or fraudulent, and does not mean that they are certainly valid for entry. StubHub
states that its seller fraud rate is less than 0.1% and all orders are supported by its FanProtect guarantee, allowing fans to get a refund if they do not receive tickets on time are unable to enter the site. The ASA's decision considers that consumers would include guaranteed authentic tickets to indicate the timely arrival of valid tickets
guaranteeing entry to the relevant event. We understood that the claim was intended by StubHub to refer to a guarantee that buyers would receive valid tickets for the event or a comparable replacement ticket or refund, an ASA statement said. However, this information was not presented in the advertisement. StubHub has now removed
the ad in question. A spokesperson added: Every order on the market is protected by the FanProtect warranty, which means that in these rare cases, something is wrong with a transaction, fans will receive a comparable or better replacement ticket or refund. Given the impact of coronavirus on the online events industry, we have made
the difficult but responsible decision to leave part of our employee base StubHub is among the companies to have temporarily laid off staff due to the ongoing impact of the coronavirus pandemic. According to Celebrity Access, the ticketing platform has hurt about two-thirds of its workforce. Given the impact of coronavirus on the online
event industry, we made the difficult but responsible decision to leave part of our employee base, reads a statement from StubHub. We continue to support our customers and partners and look forward to returning to the joy of live events and the special human ties that unite them. The secondary ticketing platform offers fans a StubHub
coupon worth 120% of your initial order for tickets to the event cancelled due to coronavirus. The coupon can be applied to one or more StubHub orders over the next year. Those who have sold tickets to cancelled events will have their transaction reversed by StubHub. If the events are not cancelled, but fans no longer wish to attend due
to concerns about Covid-19, the site will not offer refunds. Fans are encouraged to resell tickets on the StubHub platform. Viagogo, the secondary ticketing site that acquired StubHub in order to secure a $4.05 billion cash transaction last year, announced that all customers will receive a full refund for any cancelled event. Earlier this
month, Viagogo reported a 45% increase in the number of fans posting tickets on its British website. The live events sector has undoubtedly been UK. We've seen an overall 45% increase in fans listing their UK tickets this week, but this could be for a variety of factors, said a Viagogo spokesperson. Get more stories like this in your inbox
by signing up for IQ Index, IQ's free email summary of the live music industry's essential news. Related Stories The Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) has banned an advertisement for ticket reseller StubHub UK seen in 2019, which Authentic Guaranteed Tickets. The ad in question was seen on a train, and read: This knee slides
along the moment of the platform... Authentic tickets guaranteed for the game can do it, featuring a celebratory woman in front of the StubHub logo. This was disputed by the campaign group FanFair Alliance which said third-party reseller StubHub was unable to guarantee that the tickets sold were genuine. Stubhub defended its use of
the language, saying that people would understand authentic notes to mean no fake or fraudulent, but do not assume that they were certainly valid for entry. It also stated that the sellers' fraud rate was less than 0.1% and all orders were supported by their FanProtect guarantee, giving them confidence in their request to sell genuine
tickets. However, the regulator objected to the complainant, arguing that the advertisement contradicted Rule 3.1 of the CAP Code against misleading advertising. StubHub had already withdrawn the announcement, which the ASA welcomed. Because the Authentic Guaranteed Tickets claim suggested that consumers who purchased
StubHub tickets would be guaranteed to enter their chosen match, when this was not the case, we concluded that the allegation was misleading, the ASA statement said. We told stubHub (UK) Ltd not to use the Authentic Guaranteed Tickets claim where there was a risk that buyers might not be able to enter an event. A spokesman for
StubHub said: StubHub is a fan-first ticket market, offering an opportunity for fans to sell tickets they are no longer able to use and buy tickets for the events they want to see. Every order on the market is protected by the FanProtect warranty, which means that in these rare cases, something is wrong with a transaction, fans will receive a
comparable or better replacement ticket or their money. StubHub customers should have the peace of mind to buy in our market. Update (march 27, 2020): A StubHub spokesperson issued the following statement regarding the ASA order: StubHub is a ticket market for fans, offering fans the opportunity to sell tickets they are no longer
able to use and purchase tickets for events they want to attend. Every order on the market is protected by the FanProtect warranty, which means that in these rare cases, something is wrong with a transaction, fans will receive a comparable or better replacement ticket or their money. StubHub customers should have the to buy in our
market. - StubHub will no longer be able to use the term guaranteed authentic ticket on advertisements. The Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) ordered StubHub to refrain from using the phrase after receiving a complaint from the anti-boasting campaign group FanFair Alliance. The campaign group referred to a StubHub poster with a
title that read that knee slide along the platform moment with with text below stating, guaranteed authentic tickets for the match can do so. ASA upheld the complaint, noting that consumers would feel certain to receive valid tickets that would arrive on time and allow them to enter the relevant correspondence after viewing the phrase. We
understand that the claim was intended by StubHub to refer to a guarantee that buyers would receive valid tickets for the event or a comparable replacement ticket or refund, ASA said of the complaint. The British watchdog also said the announcement should not appear again and the authentic ticket guarantee should not be used in the
future. StubHub has since withdrawn the ad. Every order on the market is protected by the FanProtect warranty, which means that in these rare cases, something is wrong with the transaction, fans will receive a comparable or better replacement ticket or their refund, StubHub said in a statement. StubHub customers should have the
peace of mind to buy in our market. Earlier this week, StubHub outsized up to two-thirds of its North American employees amid the coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19). The ticketing site is among the best ticketers that have been hard hit by the virus. Today we will discuss one of the most famous sites that is StubHub. Before we talk about
anything else, let's just find out a little more about this amazing site. StubHub is basically reselling tickets and was the first to start something like this online. StubHub not only won and earned a lot of profit, but also attracted so many fans and ticket buyers. Apart from that we know that every good thing has StubHub denigrators and
attackers facing them too. But now the question comes is legitimate StubHub or is it safe to buy tickets from there, confused and curious? Don't worry, we'll erase all your doubts. But to do that, you will have to continue to read our article. About StubHub Before anything else, it is crucial to know about StubHub, what it is exactly and how it
started. StubHub was founded by Jeff Fluhr and Eric Baker in 2000 in San Francisco. They continued with the company and made good profits. But in 2007, it was sold to ebay. And after that, it was a piece of the stable online closing brand site and continued to make an advantage. As we told you earlier, this is a resller of tickets that sells
on behalf of teams or fans who have bought tickets before, but now can't go for it. We can say it is the best Last minute people or fans who don't want to miss the how or the game that stubhub provides you with last minute tickets. Is StubHub legitimate? StubHub is legitimate Now, after knowing so much about the stubhub you might
wonder who is sure to buy tickets from here or is he legt? Yes, it is legitimate. Stubhub is completely legal and valid ticket reseller which provides you with tickets for so many places. StubHub ) more allowed when eBay (one of the world's largest companies) captured it. But we are not saying that this StubHub is completely error-free or
flawless. StubHub's after-sales services are not at all good and customers generally complain about it. They also don't care much about their flaws and therefore, the comments are not always favorable. But it also provides a guarantee on the legitimacy of the tickets sold and this makes StubHub different from all other ticket resellers as
they do not give such benefits or benefits. Also check: Est-gomovies.to safe to use? The public perception of stubhub StubHub has both positive and negative comments. And before we get to a point or a final decision, it's always best to think and understand from all angles. There are so many negative reviews according to the StubHub
consumer report. And to review any company all these comments should be taken into consideration. The review of each consumer is important to the organization. Although, after having had so many negative reviews there are good and positive too. And in a company like this eliminating negative comments is just too difficult and is a bit
impossible. Using stubhub I personally used stubhub and it has been the year now using stubhub. It's perfectly legitimate. I bought tickets from here so many times and every time I walked into the place. I have never encountered a problem when entering the place or elsewhere. Stubhub is really authentic in my opinion if someone has
used it and faced a problem while using it then they must have all the knowledge about it before using it. Everything has its negatives and positives so before you use anything make sure you've read all the terms of use. Have you used stubhub? Have you encountered a problem when using stubhub? Let us know in the comments. And if
you want to read more posts like this, then visit our site regularly and for occasional regular updates don't forget to subscribe to the World Top Updates newsletter. I hope this article is useful for you. If you have a query regarding this post, then leave your query in the comments. Comments.
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